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Feds need local Web 2.0 help to meet year-end deadline
By Robert Janelle

T

he clock is rapidly ticking
within federal government IT
departments.
By December 31, all
government web sites
must be compliant with
a new set of standards
known as Common Look
and Feel 2.0 (CLF2.0).
This is a major overhaul
of the original Common
Look and Feel standard which aimed to
give all Government of Canada a familiar
appearance. The update aims to fix many
elements on government sites, such as
keeping URLs and e-mail addresses consistent as well as making sure there are
both French and English versions.
But the biggest focus of the update
is accessibility. Many department and
agency sites remain difficult for computer users with disabilities to navigate.
For example, a visually impaired user
using text-to-speech software will have
difficulty navigating sites that aren’t
properly designed with such software in
mind. The strict, fast approaching deadline (any department that isn’t ready by
the end of the month will need to submit an explanatory report) has created
opportunities for the National Capital
tech sector. With less than a month to
go, there’s still a lot of work left to be
done on hundreds of government sites.
Elements like online surveys and web
forms need to be changed, along with
creating tools to verify compliance and
ensuring that scanned documents are in
the new format.
On top of that is the issue of converting various pieces of code over to new
standards as some sites use PHP scripting while others are written in .NET,
among other languages.
“There’s a huge cost involved and a
lot opportunities as well,” says Darren
De Jean, director of business development for Thinknostic, one of many
local firms working with government
departments to get their sites fixed up.
The amount of work needed has
spawned its own industry in Ottawa
with a variety of firms working to bring
the government into the Web 2.0 age. In
fact, there’s enough work to go around
that collaboration has become key. The
digitalOttawa collective of web strategists has even created a blog to cover
all things CLF2.0, including a countdown (to the second) towards the Dec.

31 compliance deadline. Another open
site, meant as a discussion forum for the
tools used to implement various aspects
of CLF2.0, was launched Dec. 3 by

tech-savvy public servants and outside
web consultants. One of the Government
of Canada’s flagship examples of social
media use which illustrates both the benefits and challenges of
Web 2.0 technology in
government is the Office
of the Privacy Commissioner’s (OPC) blog.
Along with standardizing the look and making sure everything is
accessible, when adding
in social aspects to sites that involve
communication, there’s also the aspect
of creating policy to go with it. An example is dealing with one the very features that separates blogs from other
web sites: comments, where readers can
leave instant feedback. In order to deal
with this fear, comments on official government blogs are moderated but that
still required the creation of a policy.
“It has to be constructive,” says digitalOttawa web strategist Marquis Côté of
comments. While “Great post,” may be
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Until the CLF 2.0 compliance deadline
OpenConcept Consulting, specialists
in software for social change.
Another big challenge with CLF2.0
involves the government adopting more
and more of the social aspects of the
web that make it 2.0. Providing blogs
to departments, for example, requires
modifying blog content management
systems to be compliant with CLF2.0.
The adoption of social web technology
within the government has been slower
than in the private sector, but social media projects are being pushed along by

a positive statement, he says, it doesn’t for the official blog along with respondadd to the discussion. While criticism ing to comments. He says one solution
is welcome, writing an attack on the to the comment reply issue is to take
government that has nothing to do with a similar approach to government rethe content of the blog post is also not searchers releasing a white-paper and
accepted.
being available for questions: anticiThe second half of dealing with pate what people are going to ask and
comments is allowhave pre-approved
ing public servants
answers ready.
working in com- It used to be that it was
That said, replymunication depart- the techies screaming ing to comments
ments to respond to
could become less of
upwards that we
comments that are
an issue depending
approved. This can
should be doing this. on the outcome of
become difficult
studies currently in
in an environment Now it’s coming down progress. Within the
that’s notorious for from deputy ministers public sector, there
making employees
are two inter-departsaying ‘my kids are
fill out requisition
ment sub-working
forms in triplicate
groups researching
on Facebook, we
and seek approval
2.0 integration,
should be using that.’ Web
from multiple levone of which is foels of management
cused on current polin order to perform even simple tasks. icies and how they might be repositioned
Colin McKay, director of research, to reflect the new social media age.
More, see Local Web, page 5
education and outreach at OPC, writes

The Grinch hasn’t stolen this party
ployees and their guests. Most have
also realized their potential
liability for such an
event and offer taxi
rides home for employees who indulge a
Nancy Clark
bit too much.
At one point I guess I had
been in HR for too long because I
naively thought that employees actuith all of the talk of the ally liked to go to the office Christmas
economy these days I won- party. But I realized (once I took the
dered if the traditional office blinders off) that there are many who
Christmas party would be gone the way actually dread this event. Of course
of the dodo bird, but from all of the there are always some who are truly
organizations I have surveyed it appears excited. They are the organizers of the
to be living on for yet another year. It event, they decorate the hall and they
was great to hear that Corel is having an arrive early to greet everyone as the rest
event this year – something they haven’t arrived fashionably late. But many see
been able to do in the past five years. It it as a chore that takes them out of their
seems to be one office event that corpo- comfort zone. It is just like another
rations want to keep intact.
meeting, only it’s at night, they have to
The office Christmas party has pay for a babysitter and they feel oblievolved over the years. First of all, the gated to attend.
event is typically no longer called the
If you have the good fortune to
Christmas Party. We are learning more work for a company financially sound
culturally correct titles for it, such as enough to offer a Christmas party then
the “Holiday Party” or “Winter Gala” you really should make the best of it.
or “Festivus”. One rarely sees Santa “Best of it” should probably be demaking an appearance these days.
fined so as not to mislead you into a
Most organizations are covering the false sense of yuletide gregariousness.
cost of food and some alcohol for em- You may wish to research the dress
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code before you go. Remember this is
not a New Year’s Eve bash with your
friends, so leave the risky or casual
clothing ib the closet and dress appropriately. If in doubt, find one of those
party organizers as they love to share
helpful party tips.
You have probably heard the term
“Career Limiting Move” (CLM). Well
many a CLM has been committed at the
office party, with excessive amounts of
alcohol often the root cause. Since your
professional future as well as your dignity are at stake, I can’t stress enough the
need to proceed with caution. You may
think your jokes are funny, or you may
think you dance like a pro, or you may
think that your pick-up lines are witty,
but this is not the place to seek the stage
or make a move. Other classic CLM’s
fueled by liquid courage are to tell coworkers what one really thinks of them
or to air grievances about a lack of promotion or pay raise with the boss. You
will never dread a Monday morning
more than after committing one of these
offences.
Don’t mistake me and run from the
fun that one can have at an office party. It really can be a good opportunity
to enjoy and get to know some of the
people you work with. And more than

one employee has used social skills at
the office party to advance a career.
Beyond a safe and happy holiday
season, my yuletide message is simple.
Make sure you and your significant
other behave yourselves at your office
party. If not, make sure you update your
résumé for the new year.
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an HR
development professional who has been
through every mill from the explosive
growth of JDS Uniphase in the late ‘90s
to a government agency in reorg mode,
with stops at Marconi, Iogen and other
hot spots in between. She can be reached
at nancy_clark@primus.ca

Ways to make money from passion

advertising into his podcasting and the
Essentially, writing a good blog or
blog it’s hosted at, he acknowl- recording a quality podcast becomes a
edges that there’s little portfolio to show potential clients how
revenue there.
the medium can be used well. In that
H o w e v e r , r e - case, Mr. Blevis puts a strong emphasis
cording nearly 900 on quality. “If you’re marketing your
Robert Janelle podcasts
has proven content creation ability, you need to focus
worthwhile as a vehicle to on quality,” he says. “When you become
bring awareness to his books, driv- good at something, it’s all people want to
ing more sales than if he wasn’t using talk to you about.”
eb 2.0, social media, the so- social media.
To the new media savvy web user,
cial web, blogging, podcastAs with any form of media, adver- it’s obvious that many companies and
ing, video casting – these tising is certainly a potential method organizations need the assistance but
are all hot buzzwords to use when of bringing revenue. That said, pretty with so many consultants out there, I
discussing an online business. But a much everyone sitting in a circle around can’t help but wonder just how many
bigger question to ask when throwing the red-carpeted room at the National more are really needed.
buzzwords around would be “Is there Arts Centre was wondering if it was
Yet in a time of economic uncertainty
really any money in this?”
really worth the effort and potential with daily reports of layoffs at major
That was among many topics of annoyance to readers/listeners/viewers corporations, those with a passion for
discussion at the second annual Pod- to bring sponsors on board.
new media may be developing a skill
camp Ottawa, a gathering
set that can help save their
of local podcasting enthuCreating new media doesn’t seem to job. As more organizations
siasts. While everyone in
seeing the need to have
be paying anyone’s mortgage, but it are
attendance was passionate
a presence on the Internet,
about podcasting (creat- can add value to an existing business. the person in the company
ing a blog in audio form),
who knows her way around
were any ’casters making any money
“Social media is not a product,” says the social web and knows how the tools
directly from recording thoughts on Jester Creative co-owner Susan Mur- work can be the one everyone turns to
their respective areas of expertise?
phy. “It’s a vehicle where you can in- for guidance.
The short answer is no. But there is advertently make money.” Ms. Murphy
Of course, embracing social media is
a longer answer as well. Most involved says she views blogging and podcasting hardly useful if it’s just for the sake of
in the discussion found business suc- as more of a way to drive potential clients getting into the latest trend. “If you’re
cess from having products and services to her media production business than a going to take social media to an orrelated to their podcasts, but not from way to make money in itself. “I’ve built a ganization, it has to solve a business
the recordings themselves. Creating business around having the blog, making problem,” says Mr. Blevis. After all,
new media doesn’t seem to be paying connections and money from having a why spend money fixing something that
anyone’s mortgage, but it can add value social media presence,” she says.
isn’t broken?
to an existing business.
Among the podcasting group, acting
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
Take Ottawa author Charles Hodgson as a new media consultant is a popu- who has plied his trade at the Citizen
for example. Mr. Hodgson has written lar way to bring in an income from a and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A biseveral books on etymology and pro- passion. Well-known podcasters like lingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
motes them online by recording himself PodCamp organizer Mark Blevis have where he won awards for both writing
daily reciting the origin of a word at been able to find work advising compa- and photography, he is a self-confessed
podictionary.com. Despite working some nies on new media strategies.
video game addict.
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Bear markets stir innovators
to design for the bounceback

in use in one form or another going back to the third century B.C. it was not
a complete product
until 1853 when an
American inventor
Denzil Doyle
by the name of Elisha
Otis demonstrated a braking
system that would take over in the
event of a cable break.
ow that we are in the depths
He had his skeptics just as the
of what is obviously the worst
founders of Microsoft and Apple and
bear market since the one that
Intel did. He made them into believers
triggered the great depression some
by setting up an elevator shaft at couneighty years ago, it is interesting to
try fairs and simulating a runaway elspeculate on its impact on the high-tech
evator car while he stood under it. He
industry. At first glance, it is obvious
differentiated his system from others
that it is showing no
that had made their
favourites. The shares
way onto the market
Somewhere
in
of leading edge comin limited quantitoday’s world of
panies like IBM, Inties by calling it the
tel and DELL have
“safety elevator.”
high-tech
there
been hammered to
The success of his
are products that
about the same extent
invention changed
as those outside the
the building induswill
have
the
same
industry. Companies
try forever.
impact on our lives
that have traditionally
Somewhere in tocomplained about the
day’s world of high[as software and
shortage of skilled latech there are prodmicroprocessors]. ucts that will have
bour are now shedding employees by
the same impact on
While the
the hundreds.
our lives that those
introduction of
It is also interestmentioned
above
ing to speculate on
have had. While the
those products
what the long- term
introduction of those
may be delayed
impacts are likely to
products may be
be. If history is any
somewhat by the delayed somewhat
indicator, they will be
by the current bear
minimal. One only current bear market, market, it will not
has to look at some
be delayed for long.
it will not be
of the periods when
An industry that is
delayed for long.
the greatest high tech
crying out for innoadvances were made
vation is the mediand correlate them with bear market pecal industry. As the cost of delivering
riods to see that the industry came out of
medical services keeps on increasing
those bear markets in pretty good shape.
along with our demand for them, there
The bear market of 1973 that was
will be entrepreneurs who will step
triggered by the OPEC oil crisis was alforward to introduce more technology
most on a par with this one. The S&P
for such delivery. However, they may
composite price index dropped from a
have to display a little more ingenuity
high of 119.87 in May of 1973 to a low
in their marketing efforts just as their
of 62.28 in December of 1974 for a drop
predecessors did with their high-tech
of 48%.. Two high tech industries that
solutions of the day. And the regulatory
were in their infancy at the time were the
authorities that approve such solutions
software industry (computer companies
must keep abreast of the technology
used to give their software away prior
that will make them viable.
to about 1970) and the microprocessor
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
industry (computers were made of sevDenzil Doyle is chairman of Doyletech, a
eral components prior to that and could
member of the Order of Canada, a profesnot possibly be inserted into things like
sional engineer, founder and former CEO
programmable thermostats). By the time
of Digital Equipment Corp. in Canada,
the bear market ended, companies and
company director, mentor, consultant,
individuals were in a buying mood and
investor and author of the best-selling
these industries grew beyond anyone’s
‘Making Technology Happen’. He can be
wildest expectations. The bear market
reached at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
of 1980/82 had a 28% decline and that
was when Apple was introducing its first
national capital SCAN
personal computers. It did not seem to
is printed on
slow them down very much. By the mid
80s, they had progressed to the Macinrecycled
tosh and everyone seemed to have one
newsprint
on their desk.
Going away back in history, it is
interesting to note that the elevator
that made high-rise buildings possible was introduced in the 1850s
and weathered several bear markets
before it was put into widespread
use. And it was truly a high-tech device. Although elevators had been
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
CEO Peter Strom. “Our integrated
video surveillance and business analysis applications provide institutions
with the powerful tools they need to
address fraud, theft and liability issues,
particularly during challenging economic periods.” March expects to fill
the order within the next 12 months.

imagery. In a recent local pilot project,
the service so impressed participating
businesses that a number of them have
since become investors, according to
Mr. Tarabocchia. Offering the new service only in the Ottawa Valley for the
time being, VideoPages plans to take it
Canada-wide in the new year.

Mitel disconnects
RTOS for military radios
Kris Woodbeck, founder, Incogna

Search engine goes online

Ottawa-based Incogna Inc. launches its image search engine, thanks
to support from the Ottawa Technology Transfer Network and
uOttawa’s Technology Transfer
and Business Enterprise. Available to the public free of charge, the
online tool “helps users to find what
they want faster and easier than the
common image search engines,”
says Kris Woodbeck, founder of
Incogna and inventor of the startup’s technology, for which he was
named Innovator of the Year in 2007
by uOttawa. “Users can click on an
image to find more results that visu-

4th European win

WorldReach Software lands a major
deal to supply its consular software
to the Government of Ireland, its
fourth contract win with a European
country. The Ottawa-based maker of
consular software solutions says it has
been awarded a multiyear contract to
furnish the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) with a global consular IT solution and provide ongoing
support and maintenance. Leveraging
WorldReach products AssistReach
and CrisisReach, the solution will help
DFA headquarters and over 60 foreign
missions ensure the safety of citizens
traveling abroad. WorldReach’s customers include the foreign affairs departments of The Netherlands, New
Zealand, Spain and Canada.

ally matches their selection, so they
don’t have to deal with the clutter in
other image search engines.” Unlike
most search engines, which focus
on text, Incogna’s processes the visual information contained in each
image, providing a more effective
search, according to the company.
“Most existing image search engines only do a ‘meta-tag search’ –
they only look at the labels for each
image. Instead, the Incogna engine
processes the visual information
contained in each image, and does
this using strong hints from cells of
the brain’s visual cortex.”
will have access to all of the business
development agency’s services for up
to a year. “The companies we choose
for this program must be able to demonstrate that they are on track to succeed
strategically and show that they are
willing to leverage and take full advantage of the resources and mentors that
will be available to them…” says Michelle Scarborough, VP, investment
and commercialization, OCRI. “The
executive teams of both Cognilore and
Base 10 are absolutely driven to build
successful enterprises and are prepared
for the hard work ahead of them.” The
business Accelerator recently helped
launch IPeak Networks, which develops interactive applications for the
Internet. The program’s first graduate,
IPeak has expanded from two to nine
full time staff since completing the
course and secured two strategic partners. “The program was of tremendous
benefit to IPeak Networks,” says Matthew Williams,” CTO and founder of
IPeak. “The people involved provided
invaluable help and guidance. The accelerator has been a key factor in our
success to date.”

QNX Software Systems’ Neutrino
real-time operating system (RTOS)
is being embedded in radios used by
the US military. The company says
Florida-based Harris Corp. is installing the upgradeable operating system
in its software-defined tactical radios
used by the military. Financial terms
of the deal have not been disclosed.

Not yellow, he

VideoPages Inc. launches its business
advertising service, which combines
video with searchable Web pages and
social media features. Inspired by Web
2.0 sites, VideoPages is the brainchild of
company founder and CEO Noel Tarabocchia, who also owns green screen production company X-SCREAM Video
Productions Inc. VideoPages presents
its customers’ business information and
message much like on a website, but
with advanced features like interactive

Collaborative
work space
for Start-ups
www.thecodefactory.ca

Japanese seller signed

Mitel Networks Corp. cuts hundreds
in an attempt to cushion the blow from
the global economic downturn. The private company did not disclose the exact
number of layoffs, but placed it at less
than the 378 associated with its buyout
of Arizona-based Inter-Tel in 2007.
Affecting employees across the board,
from junior staff to senior managers, the
belt-tightening measure eliminates jobs
at Kanata headquarters, as well as regional offices abroad. CEO Don Smith
says the telco is not only reducing staff
but has put a freeze on hiring and limited
employee travel to keep the company
competitive during the slowdown. At
last count, Mitel had 2,918 employees
worldwide, about a quarter of which
work in Ottawa and across Canada.

Optical transport systems maker Optelian engages Tokyo-based telco equipment distributor JTS Corporation to
sell and support its LightGAIN and
LightPRO products throughout Japan.
“The Japanese never settle for second
best … we are confident that Optelian’s
equipment will be extremely popular in
Japan,” says Tomoji Kojima, CEO of
JTS. In other news, Optelian’s LightGAIN is deployed by Alaska Power
and Telephone to optimize fibre and link
DSL platforms along a 22-mile pointto-point fiber link between Skagway
and Haines, Alaska. Employee-owned
AP&T serves over 12,000 customers in
30 communities from the Arctic Circle
to the southernmost tip of SE Alaska.
More, see Nuggets, page 7

Two accelerating

OCRI enrols two Ottawa startups in
its new business accelerator program,
which pairs promising Ottawa-based
companies with industry mentors prior
to their entering the market. Chosen for
their “very high potential for success,”
Cognilore Information Solutions
Inc., a publishing management tools
and services company, and Internet
real estate marketing services provider
Base 10 Web Solutions have moved
into the OCRI premises, where they

$6-million deal

March Networks lands a $6-million
deal with an unnamed, major Latin
America bank, which is using the Ottawa-based companies IP video recording equipment and software to secure
more than 1,900 branches and automated teller machines. “We are pleased to
add this leading Latin American bank to
the growing list of financial institutions
using our solutions worldwide,” says
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Peter Bennett

is appointed as sales and marketing
director for steam trap manufacturer
GEM Ltd., recently-acquired by
Thermal Energy
International Inc.
With a background
in efficient energy
production systems,
Mr. Bennett will be
responsible for the
overall leadership and management
of GEM’s UK and European sales,
marketing and business. Peter was
previously UK national sales manager for Spirax Sarco and, most recently, head of UK sales at ARI Armaturen. Mr. Bennett is a fellow of
the Institute of Sales and Marketing
Management. He is also qualified as
a Marine Chief Engineer (Class 1)
and holds the South Atlantic Medal
for service with the British Armed
Forces in the Falklands Islands conflict. He plays golf, likes motor cars
(“and fast driving”) and in the past
has sailed competitively.

Charles Duffett

is appointed senior VP and CIO advisor at CATAAlliance, where he will
help determine the direction of CATA’s advocacy and public policy. Mr.
Duffett has spent 25 years working in
both the private and public sectors,
and was head of IT at Abbott Point
of Care, a division of Abbott Laboratories, before joining CATA. Prior
to that, he worked at Alcatel/Newbridge, rising to VP of its DSL business. He currently sits on the advisory
board of several companies and is the
former chair of the Canadian Executive Development Series Advisory
Board. Mr. Duffett studied computer
science and business administration
at Stanford and Harvard, and is an
executive graduate of MIT.

Ken Dumont

is named VP of worldwide sales at
QNX Software Systems. Previously serving as the
company’s director
of North American
sales, Mr. Dumont
came to QNX from
Siemens Canada
Ltd. where, as director of enterprise
solutions, he was
responsible for all business development, marketing, sales, and support
activities. Prior to Siemens he held
various sales and marketing management roles at Mitel Corp. Mr. Dumont
holds an MBA from the uOttawa.

served as president,
CEO and director
at Accelio Corp.,
a provider of Webenabled
business
process
solutions.
Before joining Accelio, Mr. Francis held
a variety of positions
with Xerox including chair, president
and CEO of Xerox Canada. He currently serves on the board of SoftChoice Corp. and is a member of the
CEO council for the Entrepreneurs’
Foundation.

Andrea Johnson

returns to Fraser Milner Casgrain
LLP as a partner and will continue to
practice in such areas
as cross-border private equity and venture capital financing, IPOs and technology contracting.
Ms. Johnson is the
co-host of the weekly
program Legal Talk
on CHIN Radio 97.9FM. She earned
a BA (Hons.) from Carleton and an
LLB from Dalhousie, where she was
named a Law Foundation Scholar. In
2005, she was distinguished as one of
Carleton’s “Great Grads” in the “On
the Horizon/Young Alumni” category.
She was called to the Ontario bar in
1999.

Scott Morin

is named VP of sales at Email and
document classification software maker Titus Labs. Mr.
Morin has 17 years
of experience in IT
sales, having held
senior sales positions at companies
including General
Electric TMS, Databeacon and, most
recently, TrialStat. He holds BComm
from Carleton. He has two children
and spends “lots of time at the hockey
rink.” Mr. Morin’s new position was
formerly held by Blair Canavan,

who will now focus solely on business development, including strategic
industry initiatives and expanding the
Titus Labs’ partner ecosystem around
the globe.

Stephen Pollack

is appointed to the advisory board
of Embotics. Mr. Pollack founded
PlateSpin in 2003
and ran the company
until it was acquired
by Novell. Prior to
PlateSpin he held a
variety of positions
in tech marketing,
services,
support
and product management. He has played a role in a
number of successful global ventures,
including director of product marketing and customer services at Fulcrum
Technologies, business unit director
of IT asset management solutions at
NCR and, most recently, VP of product management at FloNetwork.

Wi-LAN Inc.

appoints president and CEO Jim Skippen as chairman, a position he has held
in an acting capacity
since March. Prior to
joining the patent licencing firm in 2006,
Mr. Skippen was
senior VP of patent
licensing and general
counsel at MOSAID.
He sits on the board at
Icron Technologies and is a member of
the governing council of CATA. He is a
former vice-chairman of the Canadian
Diabetes Association. Mr. Skippen will
continue to act as president and CEO.
The company also appoints audit committee chairman Richard Shorkey as
lead independent director of its board.
Mr. Shorkey is a chartered accountant
with more than 30 years of industry experience in senior financial and general
management roles, including CFO of
ATMOS Corp. He is a member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Ontario and the Canadian Institute
of Chartered Accountants.

Claudine Wilson

is appointed senior associate at media content management and analytics software company MediaMiser
Ltd. With more than 25 years of public relations experience, Ms. Wilson
founded the PR program at Algonquin College, and spent several years
as a writer at local radio stations. A
member of the Canadian Public Relations Society, she authored several
PR text books and has won a number
of teaching awards. Ms. Wilson is a
former volunteer board member with
Citizen Advocacy and Big Brothers,
and currently helps Algonquin PR students with their annual fundraiser. She
earned a BA in English from Carleton
and a diploma in advertising from Algonquin. She is an avid Habs fan, and
plays Texas hold ’em, pool and NTN
trivia.

Mark Wirth

joins funding organization Ontario
Centres of Excellence as business development manager,
He was formerly
VP, North America,
at Saft Power Systems. Prior to that
he worked at SiGe
Microsystems, Mitel, Nortel and Tyco
Electronics.
Mr.
Wirth earned a bachelor of applied science degree (engineering) and an MBA
at Queen’s. He volunteers with the
executive committee at the Westboro
Community Association, where he is
also chair of the greenspace working
committee. He enjoys cycling.

All the news
that doesn’t fit
in print is on
the SCANsite
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

The second sub-working group is
analyzing best practises for government social media strategy, looking at
things like the OPC blog.
Social media within the government
isn’t useful only for communicating
with the public. There are internal uses
as well. For some time, the Treasury
Board Secretariat has been using an
internal wiki to draft possible policies, a
process that has become faster as people
in the department log into the Intranet
and start making suggested changes.

the amount of work
needed has spawned
its own industry in
ottawa with a variety
of firms working to
bring the government
into the Web 2.0 age.
The use of internal wikis has received
such a positive reaction that another
pilot project has been to create a wiki
across departments called GCPedia.
So far its use has been limited to a few
groups that include federal librarians
and social media working groups.
“That use is growing and there’s
more demand,” says Government of
Canada CIO Ken Cochrane. “We
didn’t really understand them until we
started using them.”
Wikis have also proven useful for
collaboration among those working on
CLF2.0. Mike Kujawkski, strategist
for the Centre of Excellence for Public
Sector Marketing, has created one to
compile best practices for government
web sites.
Regardless of how reports from government committees or public policies
turn out, according to Mr. Côté, the
change is going to happen whether senior bureaucrats and politicians currently want it or not. “There’s a generation gap,” he says of younger public
servants. “If it’s not done now, it’ll be
done later.”
He does note, though, that social media has become an easier sell. “It used
to be that it was the techies screaming upwards that we should be doing
this,” he says. “Now it’s coming down
from deputy ministers saying ‘my kids
are on Facebook, we should be using
that.’”

Kevin Francis,

former chief of Xerox Canada, joins
the board of directors at system interconnect products maker Tundra
Semiconductor Corp. Mr. Francis is
president and CEO of CenterBeam,
an IT service company. He previously
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Creating Canada’s next generation
of innovative leaders

Carleton University is one of the nation’s leading
institutions in the study and research of engineering,
architectural studies, industrial design and information
technology. Our comprehensive range of programs
provides students with an environment that is
challenging, diverse and flexible.
A major centre for research and technological
innovations, Carleton is known for:
§ award-winning and internationally recognized faculty
and students
§ state-of-the-art laboratories, design studios and
advanced computer and networking platforms
§ close links to industry, government research
laboratories and the scientific community

We offer many exciting degree programs.
Bachelor of Engineering in:
§ Aerospace § Biomedical and Electrical § Biomedical and
Mechanical § Civil § Communications § Computer Systems
§ Electrical § Engineering Physics § Environmental § Mechanical
§ Software § Sustainable and Renewable Energy

Bachelor of Architectural Studies
Bachelor of Industrial Design
Bachelor of Information Technology in:
§ Network Technology § Interactive Multimedia and Design

Masters’ degrees in:
§ Aerospace § Biomedical § Civil § Electrical § Environmental§ Materials
§ Mechanical § Technology Innovation Management § Information and
Systems Science

Master of Architecture
Master of Design
Doctoral degrees in:
§ Aerospace § Civil § Electrical § Environmental § Mechanical

carleton.ca/engineering-design
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nuggets
Cash from Precarn

Local companies Neptec Design
Group Ltd. and Panacis Medical receive funding from Ottawa-based Precarn Inc. for R&D that will “speed up
the ultimate manufacture of technology
on a commercial level.” The two are
among six Canadian companies who
will get a share of $2.5 million from
not-for-profit tech investor Precarn,
which represents a national network
of corporations, institutions and government partners. “This new program
addresses a critical sector of the Canadian economy – manufacturing,” says
Anthony Eyton, president and CEO of
Precarn. “Given the difficult economic
times, what we need in this economy is
a rapid conversion of R&D to jobs and
revenues, and this infusion of funds is
intended to help do just that…” Receiving $500,000 and working with
Algonquin College, Neptec will use
the funding to develop its Laser Range
Finder, a proximity sensor used to help
satellites “see” as they travel through
space. Panacis Medical, with an infusion of $280,000, will continue work
developing a portable device coined
the “Aspirometer,” which detects impaired swallowing in patients with neurological disorders.

Corel inks reseller deal
Corel Corp. signs New York-based
WYNIT Inc. as a new North American distributor of its digital media and
graphics software. WYNIT will offer
the products to customers in the photo
specialty and wide-format printing
spaces, among others. WYNIT is the
exclusive distributor of the Wacom
Cintiq 21UX tablet computer, which
comes with Corel Painter X.

NCSS to Germany

Searidge Technologies Inc.’s IntelliDAR non-cooperative surveillance
system (NCSS) is selected by Germany’s navigation service provider DFS
Deutsche Flugsicherung and Cologne

Bonn Airport to manage the airport’s
ground traffic. Searidge says that, using
camera sensors and video analytics, the
NCSS will monitor airport apron areas
and taxiways, giving the air traffic control tower real time “radar-like” track
data as well as video data for improved
situational awareness. The deployment
will also allow DFS to further assess
the system for possible use at other
locations throughout Germany.

$15 million more

BTI Systems raises US$15 million,
with a contribution from new investor
Export Development Canada. The
bandwidth-optimizing solutions maker will use the money from the round,
its second this year, to further global
expansion plans. In October, the company launched European headquarters
in Belfast, Northern Ireland, just two
months after opening its Shanghai
subsidiary. BTI raised $5.5 million last
May in a venture debt financing round
with Wellington Financial.

use digital passwords, eliminating
vulnerable ‘static’ computer passwords.

Pioneer deal
Teaching BSL

Ottawa-basesd neuroLanguage
Corp. and BusinessWeek magazine
team up to launch Business as a Second Language (BSL), a tool which
uses business news to teach intermediate and advanced English. Supported by neuroLangauge’s interactive online learning platform, the tool
draws on BusinessWeek’s content
to teach business students English
pronunciation and comprehension.
Using a speech recognition feature,
BSL allows students to listen to dictated content from BusinessWeek
and practice pronunciation, which is
flagged for errors and replayed alongside the correct pronunciation. The
program also grades performance
in areas such as reading speed and
compares it against a community
average.

Kinaxis’s RapidResponse is selected
by Pioneer Corp. to streamline supply chain management. The Tokyobased electronics powerhouse will
deploy the tool in its mobile entertainment products unit, the company’s fastest growing division, with
the possibility of using it in other
areas later on. The initial deployment, which is expected to be completed early in the new year, will be
handled by systems integrator EXA
Corp., a Kinaxis partner.

$1.5-million grant

Ensyn Technologies will share a
$1.5-million grant given to Honeywell subsidiary UOP LLC by the US
Department of Energy. The money
will be used to develop technology to

stabilize biomass pyrolysis oil, a possible renewable petroleum alternative
derived from byproducts of forestry,
construction and agricultural. The
project is expected to be completed
by 2010.

Trial in China

Thermal Energy International Inc.
is installing its emissions-reducing technology in a trial project at
the Guangzhou Yuanchun Cogeneration Co. power plant in Guangdong, China. Part of a joint venture
with the South China University
of Technology, the deployment of
Thermal’s THERMALONOx process will demonstrate its ability to
remove nitrogen oxide from the coalfired facility’s flue gas stream. Thermal Energy says it expects the installation to take up to three months, and
anticipates testing to last a further
several months.

More in Europe

Tundra Semiconductor Corp. boosts
its European presence, signing an distribution agreement with Germany’s
Avnet Memec. The Ottawa-based
chip maker says the “pan-European”
agreement will see Avnet Memec, a
distributor of specialized semiconductors, market, sell and support Tundra’s
full product line through 31 offices
in 19 countries. Tundra already has a
European sales network spanning 25
European countries.

Deal with Dell

Digital security solutions provider
CRYPTOCard locks up a key deal
with PC giant Dell Inc., which will
bundle the Ottawa company’s new
two-factor authentication technology, BlackShield ID Small Business
Edition, with products for small- and
medium-sized businesses sold across
Canada. CRYTOCard’s technology
enhances security through one-time-
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University of Ottawa

Engineering therapeutic
approaches to improve
joint prosthesis longevity
and bone regeneration
Dr. Isabelle Catelas, Canada Research Chair (Tier II) in
Bioengineering in Orthopedics and Associate Professor in
the Department of Mechanical Engineering with a crossappointment to the Faculty of Medicine, brings together
cross-disciplinary ideas to study and control the human
body’s reaction surrounding joint prostheses, and to
develop bone regeneration strategies.
The artificial replacement of a natural articulation
generally provides pain relief and restoration of the joint
function, but, unfortunately, current prostheses do not
last indefinitely. As our population ages, more and more
patients will need prostheses that last longer. Additionally,
they will have to deal with other problems involving
bone loss. Dr. Catelas’ goals are to extend the lifespan of
joint prostheses, as well as to develop improved bone
substitutes for bone regeneration.

Isabelle Catelas,

Associate Professor and Canada
Research Chair in Bioengineering
in Orthopedics

Before joining the University of Ottawa in May 2008,
Dr. Catelas completed her studies and conducted research
in cities such as Compiègne, Vienna, Toronto, Montreal,
Los Angeles and Chicago, bringing diverse knowledge and
experience to her research. As part of her work, Dr. Catelas
will help us understand why and how joint prostheses
fail, knowledge that will lead to the development
of therapeutic approaches to control the biological
reactions responsible for prosthesis failure. Dr. Catelas
will also develop bone tissue engineering approaches to
successfully induce mineralization and vascularization
(the development of blood vessels) of bone substitutes, a
critical challenge in bone tissue engineering. The outcome
will be joint prostheses that last longer and new advanced
therapies for bone loss.
This is just another way the University of Ottawa
is conducting ground-breaking research in
biomedical engineering.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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